1. Safety Environmental and Regulatory Information

2. Unpack the Library

- Remove Top Cover
- Max 100 mm /4ins
- Max

SERI

Unpack the Library

18-32 kg (39.7-70.5 lbs)
3 Install the Rack - Connectors

- **Universal Rack Connector**
  - **Square Hole**
  - **Round Hole**

**Details**

- **Outside**
- **Inside**

4x
Install the Rack - Rails and Library

1. Front
2. Back

3x Front

4. Back

Image 1: Front view of the rack components.

Image 2: Back view of the rack components.

Image 3: Close-up of the rail assembly.

Image 4: Completed installation with labeled sections.
5 Drive Install, Connect Cables and Power On

HH SAS

HH FC

FH FC
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